
Uses
- Low tack, temporary, self-adhesive, waterproof hard surface

protective film.
- For use on lacquered and plastic surfaces, aluminium, 

stainless steel, vinyl, hardwoods & laminates, glass, hard 
PVC surfaces, worktops, cabinets, cills and furniture surfaces.

- Easy application, simply unwind, roll and  COVER-IT.
- Waterproof
- Safer to use than loose dust sheets and coverings heavy 

duty - tear resistant
- Can be applied and used between temperatures of 

+15OC to +25OC.

Application
Perform a compatibility test on an inconspicuous area prior to full
application. Ensure the surface is free from dust, moisture and
grease prior to application.

Flooring - Place the roll onto the floor with the open end facing
away from the direction it is to be applied. Unpeel approx 300mm
(12”) of the protective cover and adhere it firmly to the surface.
Simply push the roll forward slowly using either your foot or a soft
brush, making sure it follows a straight line, smoothing it out as it
unwinds to eliminate air bubbles or creases. Ensure film is safely
and securely positioned before commencing work.

Other Surfaces - Unpeel approx 300mm (12”) of COVER-IT and
adhere it to the surface firmly by hand, simply unwind the roll
smoothing down as you push the roll forward covering the surface.

Glass/ Windows - this product is also suitable for use on windows
when painting window frames and sills. 

Limitations
- In rare circumstances COVER-IT can leave sticky residues 

on certain surfaces so it is recommended test areas be 
carried out prior to application.

- Always check that COVER-IT is securely adhered to the 
surface before commencing any work to reduce slips, trips 
and falls.

- Replace COVER-IT after 4 weeks.  Any unexpected 
residue can be easily removed by hand or with Bond It 

MULTI-WIPES - dependant on surface, check the 
compatibility of any surfaces with the wipes in 
an inconspicuous area first. Bond It FOIL SAFE 
CLEANER may also be used if the surface is 
suitable.

- Do not use underfloor heating whilst COVER-IT 
is in position or 24 hours prior to application.

- In heavily trafficked areas or if exposed to 
excessive  light or heat, replace at least once a week, checking for 
any residues left on the surface

- Disposable - single use only.
- Slippery when wet.

Removal
Easy and simple - the low tack adhesive will allow for easy
removal. Lift each edge in turn and pull back towards the middle
to keep any contaminants central on the roll ensuring any spills
are covered and cannot escape before lifting the whole sheet. 

Shelf Life
12 months from date of manufacture.

Storage Conditions
Store in cool dry conditions between 5 and 25OC. Safe in normal
use however as a precaution keep polythene outer packaging
away from children.

Disposal of Containers
Dispose of in accordance with local regulations – sheet is
polythene. Container is cardboard - widely recycled locally. 

Health & Safety
Please refer to separate material safety data sheet for full
handling, use and storage instructions. Keep out of reach of
children. It is the users responsibility to determine suitability for
use. If in doubt contact our Technical Department for advice. 

Note: this information is for general guidance only, since site conditions
and labour are beyond our control. It is recommended that users make
their own tests to determine suitability. 

Never compromise on quality!

Description: 
A high performance, self‐adhesive protection material for covering and protecting hard floors and surfaces
against mess, dirt, spillages and staining, etc. whilst painting and decorating, plastering, tiling and general
building and maintenance projects. Also suitable for use on glass and windows.

Self-Adhesive Protection Sheet for Glass,
Resilient and Hard Floor Surfaces

DECORATORS RANGE

COVER-IT HARDFLOOR
PROTECTOR
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The data presented in this
leaflet are in accordance with

the present state of our
knowledge, but do not absolve

the user from carefully
checking all supplies

immediately on receipt. We
reserve the right to alter

product constants within the
scope of technical progress or

new developments. The
recommendations made in this
leaflet should be checked by
preliminary trials because of
conditions during processing

over which we have no
control, especially where other
companies raw materials are

also being used. The
recommendations do not
absolve the user from the

obligation of investigating the
possibility of infringement of

third parties rights and, if
necessary clarifying the

position.
Recommendations for use do

not constitute a warranty,
either expressed or implied, of
the fitness or suitability of the

products for a particular
purpose.Part of the Bond It Decorating Sundries Range

Certificate Number: 

6152

ISO 9001; ISO 14001;

ISO 45001

Specification Summary

Adhesive Pressure sensitive acrylic 

Thickness < 28 microns

Film Polyolefin

Code: BDCIHP25 BDCIHP50

Size: 600mm x 25M 600mm x 50M

Colour: Blue Blue

Barcode: 5060021369703 5060021369833

Product Details:


